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Matlab 3.5 1.0
http://vetusware.com/download/Matlab%203.5%201.0/?id=12867
MatLab is a utility for manipulating, calculating, and plotting complicated mathematical equations.

VP-Expert 2.01
http://vetusware.com/download/VP-Expert%202.01/?id=12860
Included in this archive is Paperback Software's VP Expert, an expert system from the 1980s, on
two 360k disks; program files (release date 10/88) and sample files with the same release date.  
VP-Expert was a low-cost solution that competed against products such as 1st-Class Fusion,
Knowledgepro, Level 5, and Personal Consultant Easy. It provides rule induction, traditional
structured rule programming, backwards and forward chaining, and hypertext and mouse support
in graphics mode.   There does not appear to be any copy protection.   Archive contains two 360k
images in raw (WinImage) and SuperCard Pro formats.

VP-Expert 2.10
http://vetusware.com/download/VP-Expert%202.10/?id=12861
Paperback Software's VP Expert is an expert system from the 1980s. Includes two 360k disks:
program files and sample files.   VP-Expert was a low-cost solution that competed against
products such as 1st-Class Fusion, Knowledgepro, Level 5, and Personal Consultant  Easy. It
provides rule induction, traditional structured rule  programming, backwards and forward chaining,
and hypertext and mouse  support in graphics mode.

VP-Info 4.22
http://vetusware.com/download/VP-Info%204.22/?id=12862
Included in this archive is Paperback Software's VP Info, a dBase-type relational database
manager with compiler from the 1980s, on three 360k disks; program files (version 4.22) on disk
1, utilities and help files on disk 2,  sample files from v.1.4.   VP-Info features the ability to use
common dBase/Clipper file formats with an unlimited number of records, and a built-in compiler.  
There does not appear to be any copy protection.   Archive contains three 360k images in raw
(WinImage) and SuperCard  Pro formats.

VP-Planner 1.35
http://vetusware.com/download/VP-Planner%201.35/?id=12864
VP Planner is a Lotus 123-type spreadsheet, but featuring 3-D (paged) spreadsheets and other
advances over Lotus 123. This was the subject of a lawsuit which Paperback Software eventually
won, but which sank the company.   This version is NOT copy protected.   Archive contains two
360k images in raw (WinImage) and SuperCard Pro formats.

VP-Planner 1.00 1.00
http://vetusware.com/download/VP-Planner%201.00%201.00/?id=12863
VP Planner is a Lotus 123-type spreadsheet, but featuring 3-D (paged) spreadsheets and other
advances over Lotus 123. This was the subject of a lawsuit which Paperback Software eventually
won, but which sank the company.   IMPORTANT: Version 1.00 is copy-protected and requires
the distribution disk to be in a 5.25 inch drive, but a subsequent update removed the copy
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protection. No unprotect is included.   The extracted files in the "files" folder will not run without an
original floppy disk in the A: drive. It is also not possible to create functional "raw" sector images
for these disks.   You must write the included TransCopy or SuperCard Pro images to a  floppy, or
use the TransCopy images with an emulator such as PCE.  (Use the HxC disk tools to convert to
Kryoflux format)
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